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7 SE#NDS F'
7 Seconds FPS is a super-tiny prototype
crafted for the 7 Days FPS game jam.
We had a very little time to complete the
jam, but we decided to carry on with it
anyway. Federico wondered how could
an FPS mixed with a WarioWare style
mini-game concept turn out. Meanwhile
Marina was thinking about how a typical
FPS dudebro – the kind good only to
shoot people in the face – could deal
with everyday life.
We started building little scenes in
Unity, using a flat-shaded cartoon-like
art style. We figured this look would
perfectly match the comedic mood of
our game. We chose pastel colours, and
we managed to achieve the whimsical
style we’ve been looking for.
How could a cliché FPS dude dry the
hanged laundry on a cloudy day? What
about safely cross a trafficked road
when he’s in a hurry?

The result is a super small, super weird
game where you have 7 seconds to
figure out what to do in each scene. And
you can only shoot or walk around, FPS
style.

A LE)NDAI, CH./0S
A Legendairy Christmas is our interactive
narrative created to celebrate
Christmas 2012.
At first, everybody wrote down a set of
keywords related to that topic. Then we
collected all keywords into different
categories. What immediately emerged
is that we all see the Christmas Holidays
as something surrounded by a nice
amount of hypocrisy. And turkeys. And
milk.
Then each one of us wrote a branched
Christmas story: Lorenzo focused on
Santa’s point of view, Federico wrote
about Vikings, Alessandra was all about
a special window cleaner and Marina
started with an epic “Holy crêpe!”. When
the main four branches were done, we
found the common ground to create the
starting scene and some links within the
narration. A Legendairy Christmas is a
choose your own adventure kind of

game, with a twist: no matter what story
you create, at the end Santa won’t be
happy at all.

A2EN E5R
Alien Eater started as a simple mechanic
for a random game jam Federico found
online. The idea was to create an oldstyle arcade game in two hours. Starting
from Robotron, Federico built up a
simple prototype where a character
would fight little monsters in order to
get from them the meat necessary to
survive.
Over the course of a month, this little
prototype has grown up to a full game.
While keeping the control system and
the core mechanic the same, we added
several different monsters, each one
with its own behaviour. Some monsters
would keep distance from the character,
some others chase her, some others
would try to steal the meat and others
would just mindlessly wander the arena.
Then Lorenzo made a few chiptune
tracks to keep things exciting and we
designed a lot of little unlockables.

Unfortunately something seemed a bit
off in the levels. Levels with a lot of
monsters actually seemed easier than
ones with just a few.
So, especially for the B*Sides release, we
changed the game a bit, reworked some
details, added some cool juicy effect and
tested again everything. Now we feel
Alien Eater is ready to be played and
enjoyed.

ANHEU.9C
Anheuristic was made for the Global
Game Jam 2013: the theme was the
sound of a heartbeat. We started
gathering ideas about the heart. And a
path started to emerge: the heartbeat is
something finite. What if the entire
world you can visit was connected to a
dying heart?
So, the game is about enjoying the last
minutes of a dying world. You can
explore this little space with the
company of the beating heart at its
center. There are sacred places you can
interact with. If you do certain things,
the world will appreciate them and its
heartbeat will go faster for a brief
period. Your emotions while discovering
stuff in the world will reflect directly to
the emotions of the world. You have only
a limited time there, though.
The world is slowly dying, and the
heartbeat will get slower and slower,

until everything will fade to the void. So
you have just that time to find a meaning
in your very existence. Maybe there’s no
meaning at all, since everything is bound
to disappear. Can you give the world
emotions? If so, how? Is there something
sacred about making a world feel
something? If you are part of the world,
you know you’re about to die too, so,
what will you do?

ASSO 91
Asso 91 is a two-player dogfight game
inspired by the Italian aviator Francesco
Baracca. It features a battle between
two biplanes with a peculiar control
system. Basic power-ups are
implemented, in the form of coins
depicting card suits. Red suits are good
power-ups, while black suits are bad
power-ups.
After each match, you play a short minigame to decide if you want to continue
playing or stop and end the game: each
player secretly selects a card (an ace of
spades or an ace of hearts). When the
two players have made their decision,
the cards are revealed. If the chosen
cards are the same, then another match
is played. If the chosen cards are
different, then the game is over.
This mini-game should enact a
discussion between players on if to keep
on playing. It obviously opens

possibilities of deception, bluff and
intrigue.

AU=M DIABO2BM
When working in studio, we always take
some time for research, learning and
personal exploration of new stuff. We
believe that we can grow better and
learn more this way; in fact we are so
convinced this is good for us that we
came up with a system of weekly
missions. You have a list of stuff you can
work on, you can pick one (or even
propose a new one) and then you have
your spare time in a week to come up
with something and show it to the team.
One week Lorenzo choose the “Create a
Sokoban” mission and started working
with Puzzlescript, a small free tool
useful to create variants of the popular
puzzle game and came up with Autem
Diabolicum, a game about gathering
Will-'o-the-Wisps while making sure
never backtrack. If you turn back and
walk where you have already been, the
devil sees you, so that's a thing you want
to avoid. The game is pretty small, just

three levels, but it has a nice theme and
a clever mechanic. Try to solve it!

B2ND MOVE
In Blind Move you play in a (almost) total
black screen: one player uses the arrows
keys to control a little yellow square that
has to escape the room, while the other
player can attack the square by shaking
the Move controller at the right time
(and using the right colour).
The square flashes repeatedly within
the room and it can move only when it
can’t be seen: when the square is visible,
it cannot move. When the square hits an
obstacle, this is revealed on the screen.
At this point the player who has the
Move has to quickly select on the
controller the same colour of the
obstacle and shake the Move to attack
the square. If the square is near that
obstacle, it’s been defeated and the
game starts again.
The game finishes when the square
reaches the exit of the room.

This idea came out of nothing while
Federico and Marina were thinking
about the theme of the Ludum Dare 26:
minimalism. What’s more minimalistic
than a square that you actually cannot
see moving around within an arena that
you cannot see (unless when the square
hit an obstacle).

DEGISH DEIY
Dervish Derby is born from Lorenzo's
passion about turn-based strategy
games. While playing Erik Svedang's
Clairvoyance he decided to try to design
a game where you have to declare a
certain number of moves without
knowing what the opponent is planning.
He imagined a game where, by rotating
elements on a board, you can move two
balls towards the opponent field. The
idea of rotating reminded him the
whirling dance of the dervishes, so he
chose to add a Turkish theme to the
recipe.
Dervish Derby was born as a board game
prototype. By working with a board and
some game bits Lorenzo has been able
to refine the rules and try possible
variations without writing a single line of
code. Then he fired up Unity and started
coding. He worked a lot on the interface
and on the user experience to make as
clear as possible for each player what's

going on. Now Dervish Derby is fully
playable in local multiplayer. Will you be
able to reach the goal before your
opponent?

HOKT
You are an Hotot bunny that travels
around the universe on its little home
planet taking advantage of a very
singular gravity paradox, you should
avoid the evil meteor-icecreams and
grow some carrots and collect them
every once in a while.
Hotot is a kind of American dwarf bunny.
When Lorenzo joined the crew, one of
his first challenges was making a game in
order to learn the basics of Unity. He
started playing with forces and
gravitational attraction and he came up
with a mechanic in which you could
control the movement of a planet by
changing the mass of an attractor object.
He figured out the attractor would
reside on the planet surface, and it could
fly for some time while growing. Doing
this would have moved the planet
towards the object.

Taking inspiration from a Japanese
legend about bunnies on the moon,
Federico suggested the main character
of the game could have been a rabbit
living on the planet itself. Then Lorenzo
started adding elements to this small
game: meteors you need to avoid, water
to collect and carrots to plant in order to
make the bunny happy. The result is a
quirky game with an inflating bunny,
gravity and little planet. We find it quite
poetic.

MONARCH
You sneak that little thing in there at the end.

That sentence, said by Peter Molyneux
some time ago, was our inspiration for
this game created in a 48 hour-ish game
jam, MolyJam 2013.
We imagined a polluted world, where
nature struggles to find its place. Pipes,
engines, noise and electricity depict this
small environment, where a monarch
butterfly tries, in the last minutes of its
life, to find a suitable place where it
could lay an egg and give life to a new
generation.
Only a small plant grows in the world
during each generation. The butterfly
must hurry and face the numerous
hazards to find it and sneak the little egg
on the leaf.
We thought that a little thing you sneak
in a place must be something of extreme

importance. So, what better than the
only little thing which could mean the
survival of a species in a hostile world?

SAO’S DEADQ DESRNT
It was Christmas 2010, Urustar was just
a newborn startup and we wanted to
create something to offer as a gift to all
our friends, followers and fans who
supported us in those first months of
our life as a real company. So we draw a
tiny Santa made of pixels and we
decided to let it fall down a chimney, as
the tradition requires. What we got out
of it is an endless Christmas game made
with Flixel, where you have to guide
poor Santa in his (deadly) descent, doing
your best to avoid all dangers and at the
same time trying to get all the gifts,
candy canes and prizes you can.
The idea behind Santa’s Deadly Descent
is to represent an acid trip down an
imaginary chimney made by Santa
himself. But why Santa would take an
acid in the first place? It turns out it has
been an error made by one of the elves,
who confused the shrink pill (which

Santa needs to go down the chimneys)
with something else.
The game isn’t easy, at first. You have to
be fast in moving the little red man as he
falls, and sometimes you think you made
it through a minefield of spikes and
flames, but as you go “Hooray!” your
Santa is sinking in a pit of deadly fluid.
There’s no mercy.

TAT, SHAU AND HAVE FUN
The idea for Taste, Share and Have
Fun came up when we noticed how
frustrating and repeating the job as a
promoter can be. A campaign for a
famous soft drink had several promoters
walk around in different cities to offer
people a taste of the beverage. It just
happened we got caught by the
obsessive monotony and dullness of the
claim those promoters kept repeating
over and over, often being ignored by
passers-by, though never giving up their
task. That seemed so sad to us and made
us think about work conditions for very
young people in these years.
The message we wanted to convey with
this little game was about frustration
and alienation. When you need to work,
when you need it badly, you’re often
willing to accept any job you get offered.
No matter how frustrating it gets, no
matter how they take advantage of fact
that you do need a job: you won’t even

complain about it and you’ll do your best
to not get fired.
This is what you have to do in Taste,
Share and Have Fun: you have to be
efficient and repeat the right sequence
of actions to satisfy all customers
approaching for a drink. What’s really
important is that you have to be fast
enough not to piss anyone off and have
them go away. If they do, you get fired.
Oh, and keep in mind that you cannot
pause the game for too long, or else you
will be fired.

THE WWX LIZA[
The Wrong Lizard was created for The
Election Games Jam organised by the
Italian game developers community
Indie Vault. The game came up a week
before the Italy’s general election 2013.
We were moved by pessimism and fear:
we are called to vote but this is not
enough, because even if you are going to
vote in the polling station, you must
decide whether to battle against
unfairness and injustice in your every
day life or not, no matter what party you
choose. We express our political
class when we make small decisions
during our day, even when we don’t
realise we are actually making a
decision.

down. Do not ignore harassments and
injustices, step up for what you believe
in.

Of course we believe in democracy and
in voting, but be advised – a cross in the
poll station is not enough to forgive
yourself. The laziness that keeps you
under the radar every day is like an
anchor that brings you (and society)

The wrong lizard we talk about is a
reference to So Long, and Thanks for All
the Fish by Douglas Adams

And that’s why the main mechanic of The
Wrong Lizard is just turning your head.
Where you are looking triggers different
reactions: maybe you are looking at the
injustice and you try to stop it, or maybe
you are looking away. In the first case,
you intervene but someone else
discourage you to do more. In the
second case, you look away and
someone near you makes you notice you
didn’t do anything to stop unfairness;
this gives you the possibility to choose
one ordinary excuse among three.

TO \E B.DE BOUQUE-ET
There was this guy on some social
network, he was chatting about those
girls who fight to catch the bride’s
bouquet at weddings. Nothing big, just a
chat, you know. But it was inspiring,
because that made us picture what it
would be if there was a sniper – hidden
somewhere, during that ritual –
shooting at the bouquet right before it
falls in the hands of the lucky bridewanna-be. Yeah, that’s a cliché, we know
that. But we made a little game out of it.
In the game you quite obviously take the
role of the sniper, and you have to shoot
out as many bouquets as you can to
delay the date of your wedding. With
this game we wanted to make a
commentary about social rituals in a
funny and comedic way. We think of it as
the game equivalent of a comic strip in
the sunday edition of your favourite
newspaper.

The title is inspired by the famous song
Dammit, Janet from the Rocky Horror
Picture Show original soundtrack. As
Brad says to Janet, “You beat the other
girls to the bride’s bouque-et!” What a
masterpiece!

UabR \E GAe
After reading Persuasive Games by Ian
Bogost, we decided it would have been a
good idea to create a game which could
tell our values and ideas about games.
Urustar the Game was our very first
experiment in building a digital game,
and we took advantage of Flixel to try to
create a simple Flash platform game.
We planned to make different levels
with different playable characters (each
representing a member of the team, of
course). Each character would have met
their personal guru, or at least their pixel
art versions. Federico chose Ian Bogost
himself and Shigeru Miyamoto.
This was the only episode actually
crafted. Our lack of experience brought
us to build a quite mundane platform
game with an item-collection mechanic,
which was completely unrelated to the
message we want to convey.
Nevertheless, Bogost loved it (mainly for

his pixelated alter-ego) and even cited us
on his blog and in his book Alien
Phenomenology, as well. And we love him
for that honour!
It was just a tiny experiment, but it
taught us a lot, especially that before
making a good game you should created
a lot of broken stuff.

VIN DIESEL IN A PAgR WORh
In June 2012, we joined the first 7 Day
FPS Jam and created a small prototype
about shooting smile stickers on your
angry enemy’s face. And to give more
sense to it, we decided to have paper
crafted critters and stage the game
inside a pop-up book.
The small level of this game is a
storybook labyrinth with a castle, a
mysterious bridge and an eardog. Your
mission is to make all the inhabitants of
this little world happy and then fly
through the bridge to the eardog, to go
back to your macho world. How you can
make the little cardboard people happy?
Well, you have a smile gun, so use it!
In a first person shooter you embody
someone who has so much in common
with Vin Diesel’s characters: you are
bold, strong and cool. We asked
ourselves what Vin Diesel could thought
about a character who walks around

shooting with a “smile gun” in order to
make enemies happy. It’s almost poetic,
isn’t it?

ZiN
Zwan is our most important game so far.
Everything started in December 2012
with a contest organised by the
Jheronimus Bosch 500 Foundation.
We have given a lot of thought to
Bosch's biography and works, we
researched and talked about emotions
we wanted to evoke and which mechanic
would have worked. We found Bosch
was a sworn member of the Illustrious
Brotherhood of Our Blessed Lady, a
religious confraternity, and every year
each member brought a swan to the
banquet. Then we discovered that one
of the theory about the artist involves
self inflicting pain as an expiation for his
own sins: that pain could have generated
visions of monsters and weird creatures
that he later painted in his artworks.
And that's when something clicked, and
we choose to focus on the self-hurting
mechanic. At the end we were really into

this Zwan concept we submitted to the
contest.
Our Zwan has been selected as a finalist,
so from April to July 2013 we built a
prototype. Alessandra made all the 3d
art, Lorenzo and Federico wrote all the
lines of code, Marina designed the
world. Then we asked Nicola Pireddu,
artist and animator, for some help: and
he created all the animated creatures of
the world.
Cara Ellison wrote about Zwan on Rock,
Paper, Shotgun and we couldn't believe it.
During the last few weeks before the
official presentation in October, we
recreated the world from scratch adding
more depth to the game. At the end, we
didn't win the contest, but the
experience was so amazing and we
learnt a lot.

